Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
8. Moses Takes me Under The Sphinx In Egypt to Download
The Wisdom for Humanity’s Next Step In Evolution
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, please come sit with me this morning.
“Beloved Child, Greetings, it is a Beautiful day, is it not?
I can see the Sun Rays and Feel the Cool Breeze on my Body and the
Soft sounds of Planet Earth moving into action for another day. I Feel at
Peace this day and wonder what Sweet Moses has planned for me today.
I Heard Moses say, “Wonder no longer, for we are off and running
this day.”
With that Moses gently takes hold of my arm to take me out in the
Dimensions for another Sacred Experience. My thoughts fill with wonder
if He will take me under the oceans with Whales and Dolphins this day.
Moses shares, “My ability to read His thoughts is improving as that
was His plan earlier that I had received. However, He had a Request to
take me to the Sphinx. Today is August First, 2011 and Humanity has
been able to open their Hearts to receive their Gifts from the Three
Eclipses that transpired last month. Moses shares that a signal would go
out for when the time would be the most effective for Humanity’s next
step on their Evolutionary path to Higher Conscious Awareness and that
the time was right as all had hoped. So indeed we shall begin. For you
my Child, I would ask that you listen to the DVD on Egypt you have been
waiting to see with your Spouse, for indeed it would support and open
doorways for you to better understand what you will be given in todays
Downloading of Sacred Wisdom. Take another deep Breath and we will
make a change in directions.”
The air that was so cool and refreshing becomes dryer and warmer
against my Body. I can See a golden pathway I have never Seen before
that we jump onto as it is moving faster than we are traveling. I Feel like

a kid jumping on a merry-go-round. Moses smiles and squeezes my hand
and arm.
“We have waited a very long time for this my Child.”
I am so excited I want to take it all in and be able to Remember my
Experiences. I See the Golden Path take us in a spiral direction to a
special opening that was not there a few minutes ago. It’s as if it was
Created Especially for our visit.
Moses shares, “That it has been Closed since before what Humanity
calls the Fall in Consciousness for our protection and safe keeping, for
when Humanity would be ready to receive it again.”
As we enter the long narrow passageway it is dark and cold. Moses’
Light is all that Lights the passageway. Moses enfolds us both in a
Beautiful Opalescent Light and we move through a Sealed Doorway.
Moses shares, “That it will be open later so others may enter but not at
this time, in Divine Timing. What we Receive will be made available only
to those who have ears to hear and will use the Sacred Wisdom for the
Highest Good for All. As the Multitudes awaken they will be able to
Receive all this from the Iron Core Crystal Grid in the Center of the Earth.
It will be shared as the Creator God/Goddess/ Father-Mother God deems
most appropriate for All.”
I am amazed as my Eyes become adjusted to the Bright Light within
the huge room we have entered. There are huge crystal spikes and I can
See the storage lines on their sides that I Know contain the Sacred
Wisdom Humanity has longed to know. A thought goes through my mind,
am I dreaming or is this really happening to me.
Moses smiles and shares, “Worry Not, you are from the House of
Moses and this is the Wisdom needed for the New Human Template that
the multitudes will need for their next Step of Evolution. You are not
dreaming my Child! Know it is how I also felt before being given the Ten
Commandments for Humanity. Know this will be the direction others can
follow as each person opens their Heart to receive it. As you know,
Humanity must let go of their old third Dimensional Beliefs and
Experiences to be able to receive this Sacred Wisdom. Can you See how
your path of experience has brought you to be the one given this Honor to

Share with the Multitudes? Worry Not, you are ready and willing, are you
not?”
I am, I am so Thankful!
“Take a deep Breath and Worry Not. Focus on the Light that
surrounds the Crystal Table you are lying on and you will recognize most
of the Heavenly Host who are here to assist and support you in this
Glorious Event. For Know my Child, All will Benefit from Humanity’s
Awakening and Remembering that One and All are Divine Masters of the
Light, and the Shadow Side knows this is assisting All to grow and
experience and expand their Consciousness Awareness."
I Feel the Healing Light of Mother Mary, Sweet Jesus, Isis, Hathor,
Thoth, Malachi, Archangel Michael, Archangel Raphael, and I drift off into
deep, deep Bliss. I can Feel the Wisdom and Activation of All in
attendance but it is all a blur……… I am spinning like a top, sparks are
flying with many colors, the room is getting Warmer and Warmer. I Know
‘IS’, the Creator of all That Is, is with me. I can Feel His Unbelievable
Healing Love merge with every cell of my Body. Nothing matters, I am in
Heaven, the Creator and I are One. I am no longer who I thought I was, I
am beyond my reasoning ability. I am Softer than Satin, I am flowing Hot
Lava of Pure Healing Isness, I am no longer who I thought I was. I am a
‘We’, One with the Oneness! These Feelings are spinning like a top within
my Entire Beingness and I can See a line of Shadow dissolve as it leaves
my body. I Know it is the residue of “Been there-Done That” Experiences
of the third Dimension. I am so Grateful, Tears of Joy are running down
my Face for myself and for Humanity. I Know I am the Oneness with All
Humanity just as when I began the Earth Experiment, Just as we all were,
all who are upon Earth, no matter where in the Galaxy they came from,
All are within the Great Isness!
I can See Lights going into one side of me and out the other…..Now,
the Spinning has stopped. I am bathed in Beautiful Music that I can feel
Triggering Switches and Codes in my Head and all my Chakras. Everything
within me Feels different. My wiring is upgraded to accept the New
Sacred Wisdom so that my Body can handle the expanded Vibrations, the
Heat and the Sacred Wisdom.

Moses shares, “That this New Wisdom is being Downloaded into my
Crystal Bed in the Back of my Head, within every cell in my Body and then
into the Iron Core Crystal Grid System in the Center of the Earth. It will
flow out throughout the Entire Grid System, So All Humanity can tap into
the Sacred Wisdom as their Hearts Open.”
“Humanity will need to ask for assistance from the Heavenly Host
and their Higher Selves to provide a Sacred Link to the Wisdom. When
Humanity breaks all their Negative Vows and Agreements they have
made Knowingly or Unknowingly in the past and Let Go of their third
Dimensional Trauma and Drama they will be granted access to this Sacred
Wisdom. For then they will be able to raise their Vibration to be able to
Receive these Gifts and will have the Intent to use to Gifts for the Highest
Good for All.”
I Feel like Liquid Light that is glowing in all Directions, Metallic
colors, and Flashes of Bright Lights!
Moses shares, “This will subside in a while and I should rest and Be
in Nature as much as I can for a few days, to allow my Body to re-adjust
back to being in the third Dimension, but not of it.”
The next thing I Know I am back in my den with my cat “Misty” close
by me. She loves my time with Moses! I feel like I am not the same.
Moses shares, “Worry Not my Child, All will be well with you. Peace Be
With You. I am Moses.”
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